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$1. INTRODUCTION 
THROUGHOUT this paper, V will denote a connected C” n-manifold, smoothly embedded as 
a complete submanifold of Euclidean m-space R”. 
Through each p E V there passes an n-dimensional euclidean plane T(P) tangent to V 
at p, and a k-dimensional Euclidean plane v(p) normal to V at p, where k = m - n. Thus 
we obtain maps r : V + H,,,, and v : V + Hk,,,,, where H,,, denotes the open Grassmannian 
of Euclidean s-planes in R”. By translating these planes to the origin, we also obtain maps 
T: V-, G”,,,,, N : V-r G,,, into the corresponding closed grassmannians. 
The manifold V is said to be lransnormal in R” if q E v(p) implies v(p) = v(q) for all 
p, q E V. We shall assume from now on that V is transnormal. We define an equivalence 
relation - on V by writing p N q to mean q E v(p). The factor space W = V/- can be 
identified with the space of normal planes of V, topologised as a subspace of H+,, and 
v : V + Wis a covering map. We shall assume that the order of this covering is finite, although 
we do not know whether it is possible for this number to be infinite when V is not compact. 
Letting r denote the order of v, we now say that Vis r-transnormal. 
For each w E W, the set v-‘(w) is called the generating frame at w, or the generating 
frame $$p) at p E V, where v(p) = IV. Thus 4(p) = 4(q) if and only ifp - q. The generat- 
ing frames at any two points of Ware isometric, and the isometry group of each generating 
frame acts transitively. These facts are proved in [3]. We speak of the generating frame 
4(v) of V, meaning an isometric copy of 4(p) in Rk. 
Most of the new results that are proved here concern compact ransnormal manifolds. 
In $2 we show that the generating frame cannot be an equilateral simplex. In $3, following 
remarks of J. F. Adams, we show that the Euler characteristic of a compact transnormal 
manifold is either zero or equal to the number of points in the generating frame. Since this 
number must be even, we can therefore exclude many projective spaces from the class of 
transnormal manifolds. Another easy deduction is that the only closed transnormal sur- 
faces that can exist are the sphere, the torus, and the Klein bottle. At present we do not know 
of any transnormal embedding of the last surface. In $4 we introduce the notion of anti- 
podal involution, and prove a compressibility theorem for embeddings that admit such 
maps. As a consequence we obtain unknotting theorems for transnormal spheres with 
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codimension two. Finally, in $5 we establish a connexion with the theory of interior 
fillings [4]. 
$2. SlMPLEXES AS GENERATING FRAMES 
By a regular (r - l)-simplex we mean a set of the form A’(a) = {ael, . . . , ae,) where 
{e,, . . . , e,} is an orthonormal basis for R’ and a is some positive real number. 
THEOREM 1. Let V be a compact r-transnormal n-manifold. Then its generating frame 
is not a regular (r - I)-simplex for r > 2. 
Proof. Suppose that 4(V) = AI(a), choosep E V, and define L : V + R by L(x) = IJx - pj[ 2. 
The function L is C” and nondegenerate, and its critical set is the generating frame 4(V). 
Since V is compact, r I 2. Now L attains its smallest value at p and its largest value at 
one or more of its other critical points p2, . . . , pr. But L(pJ = 2a2 for each j = 2, . . . , r. 
Thus L attains its absolute maximum at each pj. This means that L has one critical point 
of index 0, no critical point of index i for 0 < i < n, and r - 1 critical points of index n. 
Since V is connected, we have a contradiction if r > 2, which proves the theorem. 
The generating frame of any 3-transnormal manifold is necessarily the vertex set of 
an equilateral triangle, and therefore such a manifold cannot be compact. However, this 
fact is more easily understood from the following. 
THEOREM 2. If V is compact and r-transnormal, then r is even. 
Proof. Any normal plane of such a manifold cuts V transversally at exactly r points. 
Also there are planes of the same dimension as these normal planes that do not meet V at 
all. The mod 2 intersection umber of each such plane with V is therefore equal to 0. Since 
any two planes of the same dimension can be moved onto one another, it follows that the 
mod 2 intersection umber of any normal plane with V is also 0. Hence r is even. 
$3. EULER CHARACI-ERISTICS 
Suppose that V is compact and r-transnormal, and let L be the function defined in 92. 
Let ri be the number of critical points of L having index i. Then 
C ri = r, C (- 1)‘ri = e(V), 
where e(V) is the Euler characteristic of V. 
Since v : V + W is an r-fold covering, e(v) = r e(W). Also r0 > 0 and r, > 0, so that 
(2) -r < e(V) S r, 
and hence 
(3) -l<e(W)sl. 
Thus either e(w) = 0 or e( FV) = 1. We therefore obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 3. Let V be compact and r-transnormal. Then either e(V) = 0 or e(V) = r. 
This theorem has a number of interesting corollaries. We list five of these below, 
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I. The Euler characteristic of any compact transnormal mantfold is even and non-negative. 
II. Any compact transnormal surface in R” is homeomorphic to a sphere, a torus, or a 
Klein bottle. 
III. Any transnormal embedding of S2” is 2-transnormal (n > 0). 
IV. If V is compact and transnormal, and if e( V) =I= 0, then the odd-dimensional homology 
of V vanishes. 
V. No transnormal maniJold is homeomorphic to any of the projective spaces P,,(K), 
tvhere K denotes the reals, complex numbers, or quaternions. 
Corollary IV can be put in rather stronger form. In fact, by equations (I), e(V) =I= 0 implies 
that rj = 0 whenever j is odd. Thus V has the homotopy type of a finite CW-complex 
composed of cells of even dimension. Thus V is orientable and simply-connected and its 
ith Betti number is ri. 
$4. ISOTOPES ANTI INVOLUTIONS 
As before, suppose that V is a compact r-transnormal n-manifold in R”, with codimen- 
sion k. 
For each c E R’ and each p > 0, let S(c, p) denote the (k - I)-sphere, and B(c, p) the 
closed k-ball, with centre c and radius p. Consider all (c, p) E Rk x Rf such that 4(V) c 
R(c, p). Among these there is a unique point, say (c*, p*) such that p* is the smallest of the 
numbers p. The ball B(c*, p*) is invariant under the isometries of 4(V), and these act 
transitively on 4(V). Hence 4(V) c S(c*, p*). 
We call p* the radius of V, and write p* = Rad(V). The point c* will be called the 
centre of 4(V). In like manner we defme the centre p* E Rm of 4(p) for each p E V. Writing 
Diam (V) for the diameter of V, considered as a subset of the metric space R”, we obtain 
the inequality Diam( V) S 2 Rad( V). 
Irwin [l] has constructed an example of a Ctransnormal embedding of S1 in R4 for 
which the generating frame is the vertex set of a tetrahedron in which two opposite edge, 
have length a while the other four edges have length b, with 0 < a c b. In this examples 
therefore Diam( V) < 2 Rad( V). 
An involution of V is a diffeomorphism i : V 3 V such that i2 is the identity map. We 
say that an involution is antipodal if 
IIp - i(p)11 = Diam(V) 
for all p E V. 
The next two theorems show that such involutions exist on many transnormal mani- 
folds. 
THEOREM 4. Let V be a transnormal manifold such that Diam( V) = 2 Rad( V). Then V 
admits an antipodal involution. 
Proof: Let p E V, and let p* = Rad(V). Every critical point of the function L lies on 
S = S@*, p*). At least one of these points, say q, gives an absolute maximum value for L, 
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so that IIp - qll = Diam( V) = 2p*. Since q E S, it follows that q is antipodal to p on S, and 
is therefore uniquely determined by p. Moreover, p is the antipode of q. It follows by focal 
point theory that the map i : V+ V given by i(p) = q is regular (its differential is injective 
at each point). Since i is also bijective, we conclude that it is an antipodal involution. 
THEOREM 5. Let V be a compact transnormal manifold such that e(V) =i= 0. Then V 
admits an antipodal involution. 
Proof By Corollary IV, the function L has exactly one critical point of index 0, namely 
p, and one of index n, say p’, for each p E V. The map i : V + V given by i(p) = p’ is the 
required involution. 
We now prove two theorems that give consequences of the existence of such involutions. 
We say that an embedding f of Vin R” is compressible if there is an isotopy off to an embed- 
ding g in R”-’ c R”. 
THEOREM 6. Let V be a compact transnormal n-manijbld in R”, with m > n + 1, admitting 
an antipodal involution. Then the embedding of V is compressible. 
Proof Let A : V+ V be an antipodal involution, and put p’ = A(p) for all p E V. 
Define a map F : V x I + R” x I by F(p, t) = ((p - tp’), t). We shall show that F is an isotopy 
of the inclusion Q, : V + R” and thatf,( V) c S(0, Diam( V)) c R”, where f, : V + R” is defined 
by f;(p) = p - tp’. It is enough to show thatf, is an embedding of V in R”’ for each t E I. 
First, we show that f, is injective for each t E I. Nowf;(p) =ft(q) if and only ifp - q = 
t(p’ - q’). Also 114 - 4’11 = IIp - p’I/ = Diam(V). This implies that&) =f;(q) if and only 
if p, q, q’, p’ are the vertices of convex quadrilateral having one pair of sides equal and the 
other pair parallel. The diagonals pq’ and qp’ of such a configuration are equal and longer 
than any of its sides. This yields a contradiction, since, for example, 
IIP - @II S DiamV’) = Ilp - ~‘11. 
We conclude that f, is injective. 
Secondly, we show that for each p E V, df(p) : T(p) + R” is a monomorphism. Accord- 
ing to the theory of focal points (see, for example, Milnor [2]), the differential d&p) of A 
at p is an isomorphism all of whose eigenvalues are real and negative. Now 
df;(P) = d(4 - tA)@) = d4@) - t d&4. 
Since t 2 0, this shows that df,(p) is a monomorphism as required. 
We have now proved thatf, is an embedding for each t E I. Also Ilfi(p)jI = JJp -p’JI = 
Diam(V) for each p E V. Hence 4 is isotopic to an embedding of V in S(0, Diam(V)). 
Further, since codim( V) > 1, there exists x E S - im(fi). We need only compose the isotopy 
I: with projection of S - {x} from x onto the tangent plane to 5’ at -x to obtain the required 
compression of 4. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY. If there is a 2-transnormal embedding of an exotic n-sphere in R”, then 
m>n+2. 
COROLLARY. No 2-transnormal embedding of S” in Rnf2 is knotted. 
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Since Irwin [l] has shown that every transnormal embedding of S’ in R3 is 2-trans- 
normal, we can further deduce that there are no transnormal knots in R3. 
We next consider compact transnormal n-manifolds of codimension one. Any such 
manifold is diffeomorphic to S”, and is given therefore by some embedding f : S” + R”-‘. 
Moreover, the embedding must be 2-transnormal. Hence such a manifold V admits an 
antipodal involution, namely that given by A(p) = p’, where p’ is the unique point distinct 
from p such that p’ N p, for each p E V. The argument of the previous theorem therefore 
applies to the extent that the map F is still an isotopy. There is no question, however, of 
compressing f. But we can prove instead that the isotopy F preserves transnormality in 
this case. With the above notation, we say that an isotopy F is transnormal if each embed- 
dingf, is transnormal, and obtain the following result. 
THEOREM I. Any transnormal embedding f : S” + R”” is transnormally isotopic to an 
embedding i Og : S” + R”‘l, where i : S” + R”‘l is the inclusion, and g : S” --, S” is a dl&Teo- 
morphism. 
ProoJ Let v,(p) denote the normal plane to f,(V) at f,(p). We want to show that f;(q) E 
v,(p) implies v,(q) = vt(p). It is trivial to check that v,(q) meets v,(p) for some t E Z, t =t= 1. 
Then there exist II, v E R such that 
Hence 
p’+u(p-p’)-tp’=q’+v(q-q’)-tq’. 
p’ + u’(p - p’) = q’ + v’(q - q’), 
where (1 - t)u’ = u, and (1 - t)o’ = tl. That is, v(q) meets v(p). Thus either v(p) = v(q) 
or v(q) meets v(p) in one point x, say. Since 
IIP - P’II = 114 - q’ll = Diam(V, 
such a point x would lie betweenp andp’ on v(p), and between q and q’ on v(q). This implies 
that 0 < u’ < 1 and 0 < u’ < 1, and since 0 < t < 1, it implies further that 0 < u < 1 and 
0 < v < 1. We have proved therefore that either v,(q) does not meet v,(p), or v,(q) coincides 
with v,(p), or v,(q) meets v,(p) in a point of R” -A(V). This proves the theorem. 
An interesting special case is that every smooth plane curve of constant width can be 
deformed into a circle through smooth curves of constant width. 
$5. THE TRANSNORMAL BUNDLE 
In this section, we study the natural k-plane bundle on the space W determined by the 
r-transnormal n-manifold V in R”. Except where the contrary is stated, we do not assume 
that V is compact. We begin with two elementary observations, expressed in the following 
propositions. 
PROPOSITION 1. For each x E R’” there exists p E V such that x E v(p). 
Proof. Let x E R” and define L : V+ R as before by L,(q) = IIx - 411’. Since V is a 
closed subset of R”’ and has no boundary, the function L, attains its smallest value at some 
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point p o V. Since L, is C”, p is a critical point of Lx,. The line segment xp is therefore 
orthogonal to V at p. That is, x E v(p). 
PROPOSITION 2. For each p E V there exists x E R” such that x E v(q) if and only if 
v(q) = v(p). 
Proof. Take p = x. The proposition then reduces to the definition of transnormality. 
In fact, there is a tubular neighborhood U of V such that the assertion holds for any x E U n 
V(P). 
Next we consider the subset 
E= 1(G), X):XE vO,p~ J’> 
of W x R”. The continuous map W+ E sending v@) to (vb), p*) gives a zero section, and 
so E is the total space of a k-plane bundle 5 over W, with projection rr given by n(Q), x) = 
v(p). We call 5 the transnormal bundle of V. 
Similarly, we may identify R” with some m-plane M in Rm” that does not pass through 
0, and consider the subspace 
E’ = {(v’(p), x) : x E v’(p), p E V] 
of W x R”” ‘, where v’(p) denotes the k-plane in Rm’l that contains both v(p) and 0 E Rm+‘. 
The continuous map W+ E’ sending v(p> to (v(p), 0) gives a zero section. Thus E’ can be 
regarded as the total space of the (k + I)-plane bundle e @ 1 over W, where I is the trivial 
line bundle on W. 
A bundle qr on a space X is an interiorfilling of R” if there is a bundle monomorphism 
i: 9’ + I’ into the trivial bundle on X such that the mapj : E($) + Reobtained by composing 
j with the projection E(Ls) = X x R” + R” has the following properties: (i) i is surjective; 
(ii) for each x E X, there is a point p in the fibre of q’ over x such that?-‘j(p) = p; (iii) the 
set of all such points p in E(q’) has a nonempty interior. 
For more details and motivation, see [4]. 
THEOREM 0. Let t denote the transnormal bundle of a compact transnormal manifold 
in R”. Then 5 @ 1 is an interior filling of Rm’ 
Proof. is a to check that of ,$ @ z into 
(m I)-plane bundle on determined by of in W x Rm+l 
in Propositions 1 and 2. 
of the above be strengthened of spherical 
manifolds. We say that a transnormal manifold is spherical if every 
of has A spherical manifold is necessarily compact, on some 
(m - in Rm. is an obvious example. is 
the flat in R4. A is given by E S’ to (cosa 
a fi cos(2s + I)& this an embedding of S’ in R3 as 
spherical manifold s and /I sufficiently small. 
THEOREM 9. transnormal bundle any spherical is an 
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Proof. Again this theorem follows from Propositions 1 and 2. 
In conclusion, we observe that any r-transnormal manifold V, compact or open, in 
it follows that the vector field J : V-t R” given by J(p) = (p* - p)/Rad( V) is a 
field of unit normal vectors on V. 
The author is indebted to R. L. E. Schwarzenberger and M. C. Irwin for many helpful 
suggestions. 
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